Abstract-As high-performance computing systems continue to grow in size and complexity, energy efficiency and reliability have emerged as first-order concerns. Researchers have shown that data movement is a significant contributing factor to power consumption on these systems. Additionally, rollback/recovery protocols like checkpoint/restart can generate large volumes of data traffic exacerbating the energy and power concerns. In this work, we show that a coarse-grained model can be used effectively to speculate about the energy footprints of rollback/recovery protocols. Using our validated model, we evaluate the energy footprint of checkpoint compression, a method that incurs higher computational demand to reduce data volumes and data traffic. Specifically, we show that while checkpoint compression leads to more frequent checkpoints (as per the optimal checkpoint frequency) and increases per checkpoint energy cost, compression still yields a decrease in total application energy consumption due to the overall runtime decrease.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, high-performance computing (HPC) systems comprise millions of compute cores; we expect future exascale systems to have orders of magnitude more cores. The United States Department of Energy (DOE) wishes to cap the power for exascale systems at 20MW [1] . However, the current fastest machine has a peak performance of approximately 1/20th of an exaflop but at almost 18 MW consumes almost all of the exascale system's desired power budget. Data movement across memory and communication devices have been shown to dominate HPC system power consumption [2] . Furthermore, checkpoint/restart (CR) protocols often move large volumes of data. Therefore, the investigation of the power and energy footprint of CR protocols in HPC environments is critical.
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In this work, we use the checkpoint compression optimization as a case study. By trading off abundant computational capabilities to reduce checkpoint sizes, compressing checkpoints generally yield significant time-to-solution improvements by alleviating demand for scarce bandwidth [3] , [4] . However, the impact this optimization has on energy consumption is not necessarily straightforward. With checkpoint compression:
• Per checkpoint energy cost increases: data compression and decompression generally is a compute-bound workload that likely leads to increased energy consumption per checkpoint. At the same time, on current hardware even with reduced data movement, the network energy consumption stays the same throughout application run [5] .
• Checkpoints are taken more frequently: as the per checkpoint costs (in time) decrease, the optimal checkpoint interval decreases to reduce the amount of potentially lost work [6] . Intuitively, frequent, cheap checkpoints can yield a similar lower cost/benefit ratio to less frequent, expensive checkpoints.
• Application runtime decreases: more efficient CR increases overall application efficiency and reduces application time-to-solution.
The combination of these factors, shown in Figure 1 , make the prediction of relative energy consumption with and without CR compression non-trivial.
Levy et al showed that we effectively can use a coarse-grained approach to predicting the time-tosolution performance of CR mechanisms [7] . In this work, we show that we effectively can use a similar coarse-grained approach to study the energy footprint of CR protocols using the checkpoint compression optimization as our case study. More specifically, we make the following contributions: Without compression, run A takes longer but checkpoints less frequently and consumes less energy per checkpoint. With compression, run B finishes quicker but checkpoints more frequently and consumes more energy per checkpoint.
• we present and validate a general, coarsegrained energy model for CR protocols that can be easily extended to different CR optimizations;
• for CR enhanced with checkpoint compression, we use our model to show that the energy savings due to shorter application wall clock time outweighs the additional costs of checkpoint compression; and
• we show that this energy savings due to checkpoint compression increases with application scale.
In the rest of this paper, we present other related research (Section II) followed by our coarse-grained CR energy model (Section III). Then after detailing our methodology including our software tool chain and test system infrastructure (Section IV), we present our model's validation, our results and their analysis (Section V). We conclude with a discussion of future directions for this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently in the HPC context, several researchers have studied the energy consumption of fault tolerance protocols. Meneses, Sarood and Kale [8] compared the energy efficiency of a number of rollback/recovery based protocols and proposed an energy optimal checkpoint interval for application runs and compare application performance using this to the traditional optimal checkpoint interval [6] , which optimizes for application execution time. Diouri et al. [9] studied CR energy consumption comparing coordinated checkpointing to uncoordinated checkpointing with message logging. Mills et al compared the energy footprints of CR protocols to that of process replication-based fault tolerance [10] . In a different study, Mills et al also investigated the potential energy savings of using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) during C/R [5] . As a whole, these efforts are focused on empirical observations based on profiling real applications and systems. We propose a coarse-grained model for predicting energy consumption. Our validated model allows us to theorize and speculate about future or inaccessible systems in a manner not possible with empirical methods, and to do so without sacrificing accuracy.
III. A COARSE-GRAINED MODEL TO CALCULATE ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF APPLICATION RUN USING CHECKPOINT COMPRESSION
For our coarse-grained energy measurement approach, we decompose a CR-based application into three phases -running the application, taking a checkpoint and restarting from a checkpoint. (We do not distinguish executing application code during normal operation from re-executing application code after rollback due to a failure.) Therefore, the energy, E, consumed during an application's execution can be modeled simply as:
where E app is the energy expended on running the application's code, E ckpt is the energy expended taking checkpoints, and E rst is the energy expended during restarts. We consider each phase as a blackbox unit and don't worry about finer details. For example, when taking a checkpoint we consider the energy consumption due to a checkpoint as a single cost. In contrast, a finer grained approach may further decompose the checkpoint phase into finer sub-tasks, like inter-process coordination, calculating the portion of the address space to checkpoint and committing the checkpoint to stable storage. We hypothesize that this coarse-grained approach is sufficiently accurate for modeling an application's energy consumptions and that we do not need such finer grained details.
Our coarse-grained approach assumes for each phase, we can use a simple computation based on average power and time to estimate the energy consumed by that phase:
where T app is the time spent executing the application, including normal execution and rework, andP app is the average power during application execution.
where T ckpt is the time spent checkpointing, andP ckpt is the average power during the checkpoint phase.
where T rst is the time spent restarting from a failure, andP rst is the average power during a restart. Furthermore, T ckpt is the number of checkpoints times the per checkpoint latency, and T rst is the number of failures times the per restart latency.
We empirically measure the values ofP app ,P ckpt andP rst We use Daly's equation [6] to determine the number of checkpoints taken, the number of occurring failures and the amount of rework time. Daly's equation assumes node failures are independent and exponentially distributed and calculates time optimal checkpoint interval. In general HPC users are more concerned about application run time and finishing application faster rather than their energy costs. Hence, we didn't use the energy optimal checkpoint interval as proposed by Meneses et al [8] . To add the checkpoint compression optimization to the model, we empirically measure the average power for checkpoint compression and decompression and multiply those values by the total time spent compressing and decompressing checkpoints, respectively and add those additional energy costs to the others.
Using this approach, we can model any application workload, failure rate, checkpoint commit rate, compression performance, etc. and estimate the total energy costs for that application run. Similarly, we can profile application energy consumption with other CR optimizations -only changes in the costs of checkpoint and restarts must be accounted for. We validate our model in Section V showing that the coarse-grained measurement approach can estimate energy consumption within 95-99% of actual measurements.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this study, we use our coarse-grained model to study the energy performance of checkpoint compression. We empirically measure several model parameters including the average power for the different application phases and the time cost and space savings of checkpoint compression. We now describe this measurement process and the rest of our experimental framework and methodology.
A. Power Instrumentation and Measurements
We use the PowerInsight energy measurement devices designed and developed jointly by Sandia National Laboratories and Penguin Computing [11] . This instrument enables component-based power and energy measurements via the use of individual hall-effect sensors on each of the power rails leading to the CPU, memory and other devices. PowerInsight is completely separate from the system under test: it is electrically separated and uses a separate computing device for performance data collection and aggregation allowing for high sampling rates with no perturbation of the system under test. In this work, we use a sampling frequency of 10 Hz per power rail, which is adequate for observing the phases within the experiment which occur at a frequency two orders of magnitude greater.
The test system is an AMD A10-5800K APU 100W CPU containing four general purpose (x86) cores. The power per core is a factor or two less energy efficient than other intel and AMD architectures. Experimentation with a less energy-efficient processor provides an upper bound for the average Joules per operation. Other architectures should yield even better results as the core count increases without a similar increase in total socket power consumption.
With this setup, we sample instantaneous power during application execution, checkpoint commit, restarts, compression and decompression. We observe measurements from a single node, running on all four cores, since prior work has shown that generally energy consumption stays uniform across an application's nodes [9] . In a different work [5] , Mills et al. observed that the energy and power performance of the network and other devices do not vary significantly from run to run. Furthermore, processor and memory constitutes the majority of the energy consumption. Therefore, we only account for the power performance of the processor and memory subsystem to calculate the total energy consumption of each operation.
B. (De)compression Performance
In this work, we re-used the checkpoint compression/decompression performance from a previous study [3] . Specifically from that study, we obtained the rate at which the compression utility compresses and decompresses a checkpoint data file and the amount of file size deflation due to compression. The previous study reported the impact a variety of different compression techniques can have on an application that uses coordinated C/R. In this study, we used the performance of the best performing compression utility, bzip [12] .
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this work, we answer two primary questions: (1) What is the accuracy of a coarse-grained approach to measuring and modeling the energy performance of CR protocols? and (2) Does checkpoint compression lead to an increased or decreased energy expenditure? We now address these questions, first presenting the validation of our coarse-grained model and then using the model to predict the performance of CR using compression.
A. Validating our Energy-performance model
We validate our model using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [13] , [14] and Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR) [15] . LAMMPS is a key DOE simulation workload and is representative of many other molecular dynamics code. We used the embedded atom method (EAM) metallic solid input script, which is used by the Sequoia benchmark suite. BLCR is a popular, open-source, system-level checkpoint/restart library.
Our validation approach was as follows: we ran LAMMPS for a period sufficiently long enough that allowed us to take many checkpoints. In our measurement phase, we collected coarse-grained power measurements obtained from execution period up to and including the first checkpoint. Then we input these measurements into our model to predict the energy footprint of the entire rest of the application's execution. (Of course, we continue the measurement collection throughout the application's execution to compare our model's predicted values to those actually observed.) We repeat this process three times, and the results we present are the average over these three runs. Each LAMMPS run included taking 50 checkpoints at a fixed 10-second interval.
During the measurement phase, we sampled power to obtainP app , the average power while executing application code, andP ckpt , average power for taking a checkpoint. For the entire application's execution, we also measure T app , the total time spent executing the application's code and T ckpt , the total time spent taking checkpoints. We input these parameters into our model to predict the energy expenditure, as the application execution increases, in five checkpoint increments. That is, the first prediction predicts what the application's energy consumption will be after taking five checkpoints; the second prediction predicts through ten checkpoints and so on up to all 50 checkpoints. Figure 2 shows that our coarse-grained model can predict the energy consumption of a CR-based application very accurately with prediction accuracy ranging from 94% to 99% for our experiments. For this validation, we did not have a failure injection framework and hence do not include restart or rework. However, we see no reason to believe our coarse-grained model will not work just as effectively for restart and rework. 
B. Checkpoint compression energy performance
Using our validated model, we predict the energy performance for LAMMPS and three mini apps from the Mantevo Project [16] , namely HPCCG, pHPCCG and MiniFE. As previously described, we obtained the checkpoint sizes and compression/decompression performance statistics for these applications from a previous project [3] . We also used our application efficiency model from that project to calculate the time spent for (1) checkpointing, (2) restarting from failures and (3) executing rework after restarts. Our efficiency model used Daly's optimal checkpoint interval calculation [6] , which assumes node failures are independent and exponentially distributed. Daly's model inputs system mean time between failures (MTBF), the checkpoint commit time, the checkpoint restart time, the number of application nodes application and the application wall clock time in a failure free environment. In Table II we list our emperically measured average power costs of (1) unit time application run, (2)checkpoint operation and (3)restart operation that we input to our model. We also empirically measure the average power consumption of checkpoint compression and decompression and incorporate those metrics into the model to account for the energy costs of the checkpoint compression optimization. Figure 3 shows the overall energy savings using CR with checkpoint compression versus regular CR. We make two observations: 1) the CR compression optimization always provides a reduction in overall application energy consumption; and 2) the energy savings yielded by the CR compression optimization increases with application scale. In our study, the energy savings increases from 10% at a socket count of 10,000 to almost 90% at a socket count of 90,000.
The reduction in number of checkpoints taken offsets the extra per checkpoint energy consumed due to checkpoint compression. This reduction is seen in Figure 4 , which compares the total number of checkpoints taken for uncompressed and compressed cases for the same workload. Due to the increased application efficiency for checkpoint compression, even though checkpoint frequency increases , the decreased application execution time leads to fewer overall checkpoints being taken.
The energy savings increase with scale because as an application's scale increases, the application becomes increasingly inefficient using normal CR becomes (falling below 10% [3] ) and the impact of CR optimizations like compression becomes greater. Again shown by Figure 4 , as scale increases the difference in the number of checkpoints taken with and without checkpoint compression increases.
Finally, Figure 5 isolates the energy savings just for CR operations yielded by compression. This figure shows an energy savings from 45% to 96%. Referring again to Figure 4 , compression does not reduce the number of checkpoints taken by LAMMPS as much as it does for the other applications. This results in lower 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented and validated a simple yet accurate coarse-grained model for predicting the energy consumption of an application using CR-based fault tolerance mechanisms. Additionally, we used this model to show that while checkpoint compression results in higher optimal checkpoint frequencies and increased per checkpoint energy consumption, the optimization leads to an overall reduction in application energy consumption due to significantly reduced execution times. Furthermore, we show that this overall energy savings increases with application scale.
While our coarse-grained modeling approach shows promising accuracy, several areas of future work remain. This includes model validation for restart and rework phases for application runs with failure occurrences. An additional open question is whether we can use CPU throttling during compression/decompression to further improve an application's efficiency or its s energy footprint.
